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CREATIVE DIRECTOR, 
THINKER AND DOER.

Hello, meet Kinaya, who has an undeniable 
passion for graphic design and works 
hand in hand with small businesses. 
Kinaya is able to bring each and every 
one of her client’s visions to life.

From brand strategy and identity to 
print collateral and digital design, 
Kinaya has developed exceptional skills 
with Adobe Creative Suite, including 
Photoshop, Indesign and Illustrator. As 
a passionate creative, Kinaya is always 
on trend with what’s going on in the 
design world, ensuring her clients receive 
premium and eye-catching designs. 





Pointe Balance
Brand Identity

Pointe Balance is a naturopathy brand 
focusing on healthy habits and a balanced 
lifestyle. Founder of Pointe Balance, Bella, a 
sunset enthusiast and trained former ballet 
dancer, was after a unique brand identity that 
was confident, elegant and trustworthy. The 
custom bold, manipulated typeface allows 
Pointe Balance to fearlessly stand out from 
the crowd, whilst capturing the fun loving 
aspect of Pointe Balance and the flow and 
balance of a healthy mind, body and spirit.

What we did
Visual Identity, Brand Strategy, 
Brand Identity, Logo Design

How we did it
Illustrator





Mark Fife OAM
PRESIDENT

2021 State Championships
Social Media Collateral and 
Merchandise Design

Each year Surf Life Saving Queensland 
celebrates surf sports with their annual Youth 
State Championships and Seniors and Masters 
State Championships - two weekends of action 
packed and unforgettable experiences for 
both competitors and spectators. Working 
within the brand guidelines, Kinaya was able 
to create a unique and eye-catching design 
that was powerful and successful across 
multiple disciplines (social media, print, 
merchandise). The repetition of circular 
elements as well as the use of colour, creates 
an eye-catching yet sophisticated visual, 
capturing the excitement of the event.

What we did
Visual Identity, Layout Design, 
Illustration, Merchandise Design, 
Social Media Marketing Collateral

How we did it
Illustrator, Indesign, Photoshop





Kibila Magazine
Cultural Design Magazine

Influenced by Kinaya’s Tanzanian nationality, 
Kibila Magazine challenges traditional 
design trends and celebrates the importance 
of culture through the use of colour and 
texture. The unique art style reflected 
throughout this project creates an eye-
catching visual whilst maintaining a premium 
appearance. The bold choice in grid layout, 
textured elements and photography allows 
Kibila Magazine to take the viewer on 
a journey, celebrating the colourful and 
audacious nature of Tanzanian culture.

What we did
Visual Identity, Branding, Layout 
Design, Illustration, Photo Editing, 
Photography, Editorial Design

How we did it
Illustrator, Indesign, Photoshop





Brook Sparkling Water
Creative Direction and 
Packaging Design

Brook is a sparkling water brand who make 
and sell refreshing fruit beverages. Unlike 
their competitors, Brook’s nostalgic packaging 
is reminisent of summer, adventure and 
excitement, maintaining and achieving primal 
shelf presence over their competitors. The 
vintage nostalgic element is achieved through 
the use of colour, shape and texture. Whilst the 
manipulated collage element to the packaging 
creates a unique selling point to the brand, 
and captures the brand’s personality perfectly.

What we did
Visual Identity, Brand Identity, 
Packaging Design, Photo Editing

How we did it
Illustrator, Indesign, Photoshop





The Handmade Type
Handmade Typography Magazine

The Handmade Type, a self-initiated project 
in collaboration with Billy Blue College of 
Design, celebrates the art found within 
handmade typography. The collage inspired 
visual becomes a bold and colourful statement 
as well as an engaging point of interest. 
The Handmade Type defies all conventional 
design trends with its unapologetic choice in 
colour. The collage inspired artwork coupled 
with the framed block work creates a fun 
and colourful editorial layout design.

What we did
Photo Editing, Editorial Design, 
Visual Identity, Layout Design

How we did it
Indesign, Photoshop





JP Lashes & Beauty 
Rebrand
Branding Identity

JP Lashes & Beauty were after a minimal 
and timeless logo design that reflected 
their elegant beauty brand. The logo design 
features a calligraphic style typeface 
coupled with a modern sans serif type. 
The logo design created for JP Lashes 
& Beauty has extreme versatility and will 
remain timeless for years to come.

What we did 
Visual Identity, Branding, Illustration

How we did it
Illustrator, Photoshop





For The Love Music 
Festival Visual Identity
Visual Identity and 
Branding Collateral

For The Love is an Australian music festival 
that celebrates the love of music, sun and surf. 
In the rebrand of the iconic music festival, it 
became apparent that the identity needed to 
effectively reflect this love of surf and music. 
Kinaya Designs was able to create an identity 
that appeal to the target audience and stood 
out from competitors. The warm colour palette 
is symbolic of the sunset colours as the beach 
side festival continues into the night.

What we did
Visual Identity, Campaign Collateral, 
Creative Director, Merchandise 
Design Illustration, Photo Editing

How we did it
Illustrator, Indesign, Photoshop





Australian Ballet 
Promotional Brochure
Duo Tone Tri Fold Brochure Design

In honour of the Australian Ballet’s Cinderella, 
the design of this tri-fold brochure captures 
the elegance and art of the classical ballet 
company. The sophisticated design and style 
of the tri fold brochrue is a commitment to the 
artistic style and vibrancy of The Australian 
Ballet. Each of the illustrative ballerinas exist 
to inspire, delight and challenge the audience. 
This, alongside the duo tone design allows 
each art piece to captivate the audience. 
Overall, the design of this promotional 
brochure highlights Kinaya’s willingess to 
take daring risks throughout her designs.

What we did
Visual Identity, Layout Design, 
Illustration, Photo Editing

How we did it
Illustrator, Indesign, Photoshop





Lira Beauty
Beauty/Makeup Brand

Lira Beauty is an innovative makeup brand 
that dares to be different, and isn’t afraid of 
being bold with their products and branding. 
The brand identity and print collateral all 
use a bold, electric colour palette that aims 
to remind their audience that you can still 
have fun with makeup and you don’t have to 
play it safe.  The display serif logo features 
custom ligature elements to capture Lira 
Beauty’s bold and daring personality, whilst 
still maintaining the brand’s fun and youth. 
The bold brand identity is a force to be 
reckoned with and is a stark contrast against 
their competitors, not to mention, the shelf 
presence of their packaging is impeccable! 

What we did
Visual Identity, Branding, Layout 
Design, Illustration, Photo Editing, 
Photography, Editorial Design

How we did it
Illustrator, Indesign, Photoshop
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SO, LET’S WORK TOGETHER!
I look forward to hearing from you soon
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